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1. Introduction

The customary description of the bulk damage me-
chanism for picosecond and nanosecond light pulses
is an electron avalanche driven by the electric field of
the laser light, followed by an energy transfer from
hot electrons to the glass or crystal matrix, which
causes melting or fracturing. The electron avalanche
starts with one or more conduction band electrons. If
the optical field oscillates with a period much shorter
than the time between momentum changing colli-
sions for the electrons, an electron merely oscillates
in place with few collisions with the matrix and with-
out extracting much energy from the field. However,
if the electron collides with the matrix many times
during each optical cycle, it will gain energy (inverse
bremsstrahlung), eventually acquiring sufficient
kinetic energy to free a second electron. Both of these
electrons are then heated until they liberate two
more electrons and so on. As the electron density
approaches the critical plasma density ne,

ne ¼ ω2m�
eϵ∘=e2 ≈ 109 electrons=μm3; ð1Þ

the laser light is strongly absorbed, leading to rapid
heating of the electron-hole plasma. In Eq. (1) ω is
the frequency of the laser light, and m�

e is the effec-
tive mass of an electron. Most of the plasma energy is
transferred to the matrix on a nanosecond time scale,
and it is sufficient to fracture or melt the matrix.

Estimates of silica’s properties support this ava-
lanche model. Silica matrix atoms are approximately
0:25nm apart, and the velocity of a 5 eV electron is
roughly 1015 nm=s, making the collision time ap-
proximately 0:25 fs. The resulting diffusion distance
for 5 eV electrons is roughly 0:5

ffiffiffiτp μm, where τ is
time in nanoseconds. This simple estimate agrees
well with more sophisticated band structure calcula-
tions [1]. For an 8ns light pulse focused to an 8 μm
waist, electron diffusion can probably be neglected,
because the diffusion length of 1:4 μm is considerably
less than the 8 μm beam size. This corresponds to the
longest pulses and smallest beam sizes used in this
study, and, of course, electron diffusion is even less
important for shorter pulses and larger beams. How-
ever, if a standing wave is formed by retroreflecting
the light beam, the distance between peak and valley
of the standing wave is less than 200nm, so electron
diffusion might then be important. Diffusion of heat
by phonons is even less important than electron
diffusion in our experiments. The thermal diffusion
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distance is only 0:03
ffiffiffiτp μm, where τ is in nano-

seconds.
Optical breakdown thresholds for surfaces are

nearly always reported to be two to five times lower
than for the bulk. This reduction might be due to mi-
cro fractures near the surface or to scratches on the
surface caused by the polishing process. Such micro-
scopic defects can locally enhance the optical field [2]
and might initiate a plasma near the defect at lower
power than is required in the bulk. Alternatively the
lower surface threshold might be due to residual pol-
ishing compounds chemically bound to the surface or
embedded in the surface.
This general understanding of optical breakdown

emerged long ago [2], but in the intervening years
many contradictory and confusing observations of
the breakdown behavior of silica have been reported.
Measured breakdown thresholds vary by a factor of
more than 100 for 10ns pulses. Other important
unresolved or confusing issues include scaling of
the damage threshold with pulse duration and focal
spot size, the roles of stimulated Brillouin scattering
(SBS), self-focusing, color center formation, material
densification, impurity inclusions, as well as the dif-
ferences between surface and bulk damage, plus the
possibility of annealing or cumulative damage when
multiple pulses are used.We thought it worthwhile to
take a fresh look at the surface and bulk breakdown of
silica to sort myth from reality and to try to reconcile
the many apparent contradictions. For example, the
importance of self-focusing in breakdown has long
been recognized, but some information in the litera-
ture is misleading, so we reexamine its influence on
damage measurements. On the other hand, the im-
portance of SBS has been less well recognized. We
show that it is likely to interfere with damage mea-
surements unless the beam is tightly focused. In
Section 2 we discuss in more detail some of the con-
flicting or confusing observations regarding optical
damage of silica.

2. Some Unresolved Questions about the Optical
Breakdown of Silica

A. Statistical Versus Deterministic Thresholds

One question with conflicting answers is whether the
breakdown threshold of silica is statistical or deter-
ministic. A statistical threshold might reflect varia-
tions in the number of free electrons [3] available to
initiate an electron avalanche, or it might reflect a
statistical distribution of inclusions in silica that
might initiate damage [4]. However, Glebov et al.
[5,6] stated that the bulk damage threshold is deter-
ministic in silicate glasses if the laser pulse is single
longitudinal mode and the focal spot is small. They
attribute the nearly universally reported statistical
nature of the threshold solely to the statistics of
the maximum irradiance associated with the multi-
ple short power spikes characteristic of multimode
pulses. This is disputed by others [7,8] who claim
the bulk damage threshold is statistical, even with

single-mode pulses. All surface damage threshold re-
ports we are aware of state that the surface threshold
is statistical, perhaps reflecting random distribu-
tions of polish-related surface defects.

B. Surface Versus Bulk Damage

In most reports the surface damage threshold is a
factor of 2–5 lower than the bulk damage. One con-
trary observation [9] claims that the surface and bulk
damage thresholds are equal in silica when the sur-
face is finely polished. Unfortunately this report did
not specify in detail how their surfaces were polished,
and furthermore their reported damage thresholds
are a factor of 5 lower than we report here.

There is clear evidence that polishing methods
affect the surface damage threshold. Silica optics
are often polished using a CeO2–water slurry. It is
well established that this leaves a thin surface layer
composed of amixture of silica and ceria. There is also
convincing evidence that the likelihood of damage at a
fixed fluence level increases with ceria concentration
[10]. Other polishes, such as Al2O3, leave no such
layer, and the damage threshold is usually higher
than with ceria, but the surface damage threshold
is still generally reported to be substantially lower
than the bulk. This is usually explained in terms of
microscopic subsurface damage left by the polishing
process or in terms of absorptive inclusions on or near
the surface. The subsurface damage might be gouges
or cracks, and these tend to magnify the local irradi-
ance by a factor up to n4, where n is the refractive in-
dex (n ¼ 1:45). Damage would start at such spots and
spread, so the silica surface threshold irradiance or
power could be reduced by a factor of 4–5 compared
with the bulk threshold [2,11]. A random distribution
ofmicroscopic damagewould also explain a statistical
surface damage threshold. Presumably the density of
surface defects could be reducedby a finer final polish,
and this appears to be the case for fine alumina
polishes. A meaningful evaluation of the literature
is difficult, because the polishing methods are rarely
described in sufficient detail.

We conclude that it is well established that the sur-
face damage threshold depends on the surface polish,
but it is less clear whether the surface damage
threshold ever equals the bulk threshold. It is also
unclear whether it is possible to observe an intrinsic
surface damage threshold and, if so, whether it is sta-
tistical or deterministic.

C. Conditioning Versus Cumulative Damage

In some materials the damage threshold decreases
after exposure to multiple subthreshold pulses. This
could reflect an accumulation of material damage
such as color center formation. In other materials
the threshold appears to rise with exposure to sub-
threshold pulses. This could be due to annealing of de-
fects by intense light. Most reports [6,12,13] find no
evidence of either effect in bulk silica. However, some
[14,15] report evidence of cumulative damage. They
find that accumulation of damage is less significant
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at one pulse per second than at ten pulses per second,
indicating a transient fatigue. They also findmultiple
pulse damage accumulation is more significant for
bluer light than for redder light, and they suggest that
electrons excited to the conduction band might be
trapped in high lying levels that are easily ionized
on successivepulses, and that this trappedpopulation
could build over many pulses. They conclude that dif-
ferent mechanisms must govern single and multiple
pulse damage. Chmel [16] reviewed this issue and
observed that cumulative damage seems to be asso-
ciated exclusively with multilongitudinal-mode
pulses, hinting that it may be a phantom related to
the statistical variations inherent to multimode
pulses.

D. Beam Size Effect

Some papers [6,12,14,15] report a strong decrease in
the bulk damage threshold fluence with increasing
beam size. This might be attributed [12] to the larger
number of free electrons available to initiate an ava-
lanche in a larger focal volume. The question of a size
effectwasalso reviewedbyChmel [16],whonoted that
cumulative damage effects appear to be smaller for a
smaller focal volume. We point out that larger focal
spots imply that higher powers are required to cause
damage, and this means self-focusing and SBS are
more likely to complicate threshold measurements.

E. Electron Avalanche Versus Alternative Damage
Mechanisms

The usual model of optical damage of silica by pico-
second and nanosecond pulses involves an electron
avalanche as described in our introduction. This pro-
cess is similar to dielectric breakdown by a DC elec-
tric field, so we would expect the breakdown optical
field to be roughly equal to the DC breakdown field.
Based on what we judge a reliable DC threshold [17],
this implies a threshold irradiance of approximately
5kW=μm2 (500GW=cm2), but most reported damage
thresholds for 10ns pulses are a factor of 100 lower
than this, casting doubt on the electron avalanche ex-
planation. However, there are several reports of mea-
sured damage irradiances that fall in the intervening
range from 1 to 100 times below 5kW=μm2, and most
reported thresholds for picosecond pulses lie close to
the expected irradiance. For femtosecond pulses, in
contrast, the time is too short for an avalanche to
fully develop, and multiphoton ionization assumes
nearly equal importance to the avalanche. A review
of damage by femtosecond pulses is outside the scope
of this paper, except to note that models that combine
avalanche and photoionization agree reasonably
with femtosecond measurements, and that femtose-
cond damage typically occurs at the input surface
and is deterministic.
The avalanchemodel is notwithout doubters. Some

claim that picosecond–nanosecond damage is due not
to electron avalanche but rather to a thermal run-
away [18,19], and the Shen et al. [20] observation that
there is no observable electron avalanche below the

threshold damage irradiance is cited in support of
this. The thermal explanation assumes that a silica
surfacedefect or anabsorbing bulk inclusion is heated
by the laser light, and in turn it heats the surrounding
silica. If the optical absorption coefficient of the sur-
rounding silica increases with temperature, this
could lead to a rapid thermal runaway that causes
melting and fracture. A statistical distribution of
surface defects and bulk inclusions would explain
the reported statistical variations in the damage
threshold fluence.

F. Wavelength Effect

The simple picture of an electron avalanche due to
heating of free electrons by the optical field implies
thedamage threshold fluence should increase slightly
as the wavelength decreases, because bluer light is
less effective in heating electrons since there are
fewer velocity changing collisions during each optical
cycle. However, some researchers [4,15,21–23] report
that the damage threshold fluence falls with decreas-
ingwavelength over the range of 1064–266nm. These
observations seem to indicate that effects other than
avalanche ionization are important. Multiphoton
ionization presumably would scale in the observed
direction, so perhaps it is more important than anti-
cipated. Lattice defects also produce much stronger
absorption in the blue than at 1064nm, so theymight
be responsible for this trend.

G. Strain Effect

Mechanical strain is important in optical fibers
where it is used to induce birefringence in polariza-
tion-maintaining fiber. There is some evidence that
damage thresholds change with strain [24]. It is im-
portant to know whether strain affects the damage
threshold at the relatively low strain levels encoun-
tered in fiber.

H. Stimulated Brillouin Scattering Effect

The SBS threshold power for a tightly focused beam
is nearly independent of the size of the focal waist,
provided the focus lies deep inside the sample. How-
ever, reaching the damage threshold demands higher
power with increasing focal size. These two facts im-
ply that for focal waists larger than a certain size, the
SBS threshold power is always exceeded before
damage occurs.

SBS could affect a damage measurement in con-
trasting ways, depending on the circumstances. In
some cases SBS protects the focus by reflecting the in-
coming energy in the form of the Stokes wave, thus
keeping the full irradiance from reaching the focus
[25,26], and this raises the apparent damage thresh-
old. However, for a focus near the input face, this pro-
tection does not apply. Instead the Stokes wave
interferes with the incoming pump wave to form a
moving interference pattern. At a fixed location this
field oscillates at the acoustic frequency of approxi-
mately 15GHz for 1064nm light, with antinodes
substantially stronger than the incoming wave.
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Assuming damage occurs on a time scale shorter than
theacoustic oscillationperiodof60 ps, this reduces the
apparent damage threshold by a factor of 4 or possibly
even more if the Stokes wave can focus as it ap-
proaches the input face.
The role of SBS in damage by nanosecond pulses

has been suspected [27] but not definitively demon-
strated. For weakly focused beams with a diameter
less than 1 cm, this would tend to produce front sur-
face damage as is commonly observed. For multicen-
timeter diameter beams, it has been demonstrated
that the SBS gain of a transverse Stokes wave can
be large enough to cause damage [28].

I. Self-Focusing Effect

Self-focusing in bulk dielectrics has been well under-
stood for many years [29,30]. Briefly, there is a criti-
cal self-focusing power, PSF, that is approximately
4:3MW for linearly polarized 1064nm light in silica.
For powers greater than PSF, a beam with a perfect
Gaussian profile will self-focus to a tiny diameter,
making optical damage inevitable. This constriction
develops over a distance on the order of a Rayleigh
range, however, so self-focusing does not always
occur within the sample simply because PSF is ex-
ceeded. Even for powers below PSF, incipient self-
focusing causes the focal waist to shift and constrict,
enhancing the irradiance at the waist. Self-focusing
is complicated somewhat by the presence of fast
(Kerr) and slow (electrostrictive) contributions. For
beam profiles other than a lowest order Gaussian,
the influence of self-focusing beams must be ana-
lyzed using numerical beam propagation methods.
Unfortunately, in many reports on damage, self-
focusing is ignored or misinterpreted. It may play
a role in the size effect mentioned above.

J. Pulse Duration Effect

The most perplexing claims in the damage literature
concern scaling of the damage threshold fluence with
pulse duration. Tien et al. [31] measured the break-
down fluence for 800nm light with pulse durations
ranging from 20 fs to 7ns and found that over the
range of 20ps to 7ns, the threshold fluence varies
as τ0:5. Their value for the threshold fluence at
7ns is 200 J=cm2. Similarly Du et al. [32] found
the damage fluence for 780nm light is proportional
to τ0:5 over the range of 10ps to 7ns, with a compar-
able 7ns value of 200–500 J=cm2. Stuart et al. [33]
also report a τ0:5 dependence for 1013nm light over
the 10ps to 1ns range, with a projected threshold flu-
ence of 100 J=cm2 at 7ns. All three of these measure-
ments were for surface damage, so they do not
necessarily apply to bulk damage. They were each
made using femtosecond pulses stretched to variable
durations and amplified. Whether this produced
temporally smooth stretched pulses is not entirely
clear from the reports. However, the phase modu-
lated pulses should strongly suppress SBS.
Campbell et al. [34] summarize a large number of

measurements of silica damaged by 1 to 100ns

pulses of 1060nm light with a τ0:4 scaling of the
damage threshold. Their damage fluence for 7ns
pulses is 50 J=cm2. The pulses in this study are some-
times spectrally narrow, so SBS could be a factor.
Van Stryland et al. [12] also claim a τ0:5 dependence
for bulk damage produced by tightly focused beams
with durations from 40ps to 30ns. Taken together
these reports of duration scaling form an impressive
array of measurements, most of them referring to
surface damage, and all claiming a similar scaling
law. However, no compelling explanation of this
law is offered.

Figure 1 shows these duration scaling results
along with several other 1064nm thresholds mea-
sured for fixed pulse durations. For durations near
10ns the measured thresholds vary by a factor of
100 from the variable duration studies up to the ava-
lanche threshold deduced from the DC breakdown
field. Clearly most of the thresholds fall far below
the value extrapolated from the DC breakdown
value. In some cases the low values could be due
to the lack of self-focusing corrections. Alternatively,
the generally low values might indicate that the da-
mage process is something other than electron ava-
lanche. Rubenchik and Feit [19] and also Stuart et al.
[23] attribute surface damage induced by ultraviolet
light to the presence of nanoscale absorbing defects
near the surface that are associated with polishing,
and damage is presumed to be due to a thermal run-
away combined with avalanche ionization. The

ffiffiffiτp

Fig. 1. Summary of reported damage threshold fluences for silica
with picosecond and nanosecond pulses. The vertical bar indicates
a threshold range for an electron avalanche, deduced from the DC
electric field breakdown threshold reported by Yasue et al. [17].
The lines, bottom to top at 1ns, are reported thresholds from stu-
dies of pulse duration scaling by Campbell et al. [34], Stuart et al.
[33], Du et al. [32], and Tien et al. [31]. The triangles (surface da-
mage) and diamonds (bulk damage), lowest to highest fluence, are
from Kuzuu et al. [22], Krol et al. [61], Natoli et al. [62], Kamimura
et al. [63], Natoli et al. [64], Webster et al. [8], and Kitriotis and
Merkel [14,65].
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scaling is associated with the diffusion of heat away
from the nanoscale absorbers into the lattice, but it is
necessary to assume a particular distribution of par-
ticle sizes to obtain the observed scaling. This expla-
nation is not entirely convincing. Several questions
need answers. Why are the back surfaces not da-
maged first in most studies? Different polishing
methods should be studied systematically to test this
idea. Has this been done? Does the absorption and
heating model apply to 1064nm as well as ultraviolet
light? What is the identity of the absorbers, and is
the required size distribution likely? None of the
avalanche models reproduce a τ0:5 scaling, and
avalanche cannot be assumed at the low damage
thresholds usually reported. Nevertheless, the

ffiffiffiτp
dependence of damage threshold fluence seems en-
trenched [35], even for bulk damage. However, the
wide range of reported thresholds calls for more mea-
surements using better characterized samples and
better characterized laser pulses.

3. Experiment

In our effort to clarify these issues, we use the labora-
tory setup shown inFig. 2 tomeasurebulkand surface
damage thresholds for 8ns and 14ps pulses in differ-
ent grades of Corning 7940 fused silica. Our 8ns laser
is an injection seeded, Q-switched Nd:YAG laser that
reliably operates on a single longitudinal mode, pro-

ducing temporally smooth 1064nm pulses. To make
thebeam’s spatial profile closely approximate aGaus-
sian, we operate the oscillator with a 1mm diameter
iris inside the laser cavity. This produces a symmetric
output beam that we tightly filter using a wire die to
produce a nearly perfect Gaussian beam that is then
amplified in a single-pass amplifier. The beam is kept
small enough to avoid clipping at the edges of the am-
plifier rod. After amplification the beam is again
tightly filtered using awire die followed byan iris that
clips the Airy pattern at its first null. At the sample
the beam is spatially smooth and nearly Gaussian in
transverse profile. Figure 3 shows typical temporal
and spatial profiles. The 14ps laser is a mode-locked,
Q-switched Nd:YAG laser that is likewise spatially
filtered to produce a high-quality Gaussian beam.

Fig. 2. Diagram of the apparatus used to measure the damage
threshold fluence of dielectric samples. The 1064nmNd:YAG laser
operates on a single longitudinal mode to generate 8–12ns long
pulses with smooth temporal profiles. The beam is attenuated to
a few millijoules in the variable attenuator and then spatially fil-
tered by focusing through a diamondwire die followed by a circular
aperture to clip all except the lowest-order Airy lobe. The filtered
beam’s temporalprofile ismonitoredusinga fastphoto tube.Singlet
lenses focusthe light to8–16 μmspots inside thesample, andaphoto
multiplier detects white light emitted by the sample at fluences
above the damage limit. A fast photo tube records the transmitted
pulse, and a pilot He–Ne beam probes the focus for damage.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Typical temporal and spatial profiles for the
Q-switched laser before focusing into the samples.
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The beam is focused into the silica sample by either
a 1 or 2 in focal length lens, both of which are double
antireflection coated, best-form singlet lenses, giving
focal spots ofw∘ ¼ 8 − 16 μm (w∘ is the waist radius at
e−2 irradiance). The sample is held by an xyz position-
ing stage with submicron resolution in the transverse
directions and 5 μm resolution in the longitudinal di-
rection. The entire beam propagation zone, including
the sample, is surrounded by an enclosure to avoid
beam deflections by air currents. At the sample the
beammoves less than 1 μm so reliable multiple pulse
measurements are possible.
We verified that the intensity profile is nearly

Gaussian in space and time.Wemeasured the spatial
profile directly by scanning a knife edge through the
beam. The knife edge was attached to the back side of
a 1:6mm thick fused silica sample. Many of our da-
mage measurements used a focal depth of 1:6mm,
so this gives a direct measure of the focal spot in
the samples at the actual focal depth. Figure 4 shows
knife edge scans in two orthogonal directions. The
knife edge measurements require low pulse energy
to avoid damage to the knife blade. They are tedious
because the waist must be located by making numer-
ous knife edge scans at different z locations. In the ex-
ample shown inFig. 4, thewaist size is 7:9� 0:1 μm in
one plane and 8:0� 0:1 μm in the orthogonal plane.
As an alternative, much faster, and more conveni-

ent method of measuring the focal size and position-
ing the sample relative to the focal waist, we use the
method of surface third harmonic generation [36].
The front or rear surface of the sample is scanned
through the focus while the forward third harmonic
signal is gathered by a photo multiplier. The funda-
mental power is kept low enough that self-focusing
corrections are negligible. Figure 5 shows an exam-
ple third harmonic trace as the entrance surface is
moved through the focus. The third harmonic signal
is proportional tow−4, wherew is the beam size at the

window face, so we fit it to the function

S ¼ S∘

½z2R þ ðz − z∘Þ2�2
ð2Þ

to derive the fitting parameters zR (the Rayleigh
range in air), z∘ (the location of the surface), and
S∘ (an amplitude scaling factor of no interest). The
Rayleigh range is related to the beam waist by

zR ¼ w2
∘k
2

: ð3Þ

Fig. 4. Derivative of transmitted pulse energy with respect to knife edge position versus knife edge position when the knife edge is
translated through the focal waist in two orthogonal directions. The solid curves are best-fit Gaussian profiles corresponding to waist
sizes of 7:9� 0:1 μm in the y direction and 8:0� 0:1 μm in the x direction.

Fig. 5. Third harmonic signal versus position of the entrance face
of a fused silicawindowas it is scanned through the focus. The solid
curve is a best fit to themeasured values and corresponds to a Ray-
leigh range of zR ¼ 198� 4 μm, which implies w∘ ¼ 8:2� 0:1 μm.
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The waist is the same size in air or silica, but the
Rayleigh range is n times longer in silica than in
air. The beam waist deduced from the best fit value
for zR was 8:2� 0:2 μm, in good agreement with the
knife edge value of 7:95� 0:1 μm.
The third harmonic light can be considered to have

three contributions: one from the air before and after
thewindow, one fromthe input face of thewindow, and
one from the exit face [37]. This approximation holds
as long as the coherence length for the third harmonic
in silica is much less than the Rayleigh range of the
focus. The phase mismatch in silica is

Δk ¼ k3ω − 3kω ¼ 0:469=μm; ð4Þ
giving a coherence length of zcoh ¼ 6:7 μm, which, as
required, is much less than the Rayleigh range of
274 μm for an 8 μmwaist in silica. If the waist is near
the input face and the window is much thicker than
the Rayleigh range, the third harmonic contribution
from the exit face can be ignored. The contribution
from air is likewise negligible, so the third harmonic
is, to a good approximation, generated right at the in-
put face. Similarly if thewaist is near the exit face, the
contributions from air and the entrance face can be
ignored.
We measure the 1064nm pulse energy using a

pyroelectric detector that is calibrated against a vo-
lume absorber thermopile. The accuracy of the pulse
energy measurements is �4%. Combined with the
beam area uncertainty of 3% and the uncertainty
in power deduced from the time profile of 2%, the
inferred irradiance at the center of the beam is
accurate to �6%.
As we discuss in Section 6, reliable damage thresh-

oldmeasurements require the optical power to bewell
below both the self-focusing power and the SBS
threshold power. This mandates a tight focus, with
w∘ ≤ 10 μm, for 8ns pulses. For the 14ps pulses, SBS
is not an issue but self-focusing is, and a small waist
is still required. For most of our measurements, we
used the 1 in focal length lens to focus to a beamwaist
of approximately8 μm,butwe sometimesused the2 in
focal length lens to focus to approximately 16 μm.
Optical damage by the 8ns pulses is detected by

noting a precipitous drop in the transmitted light
at the time of breakdown, using a fast photo tube
to monitor the transmitted light. This method was
not used in the 14ps measurements because the time
resolution of the detector is insufficient. However,
breakdown also produces a flash of white light for
both 8ns and 14ps pulses that we detected using
a photomultiplier. In addition, a pilot He–Ne beam
probes the 1064nm focus and severely distorts when
damage has occurred.

4. Self-Focusing Corrections

Most transparent materials have a small positive
intensity-dependent contribution to the refractive in-
dex. For a Gaussian beam this causes a phase ad-
vance in the high irradiance center of the beam

relative to the low irradiance edges, leading to
power-dependent focusing. If the power is greater
than the critical self-focusing power, PSF, this focus-
ing overcomes diffraction, and the beam eventually
collapses to a tiny diameter, typically leading to fila-
mentary optical damage. When the power is less
than PSF, diffraction is not overcome, and the beam
does not collapse. However, a focused beam is still
affected by incipient self-focusing that alters the
position and size of the focal waist. The waist of a
Gaussian beam is both reduced in size and moved
downstream by amounts that depend on the light
power and the distance of the nominal focus behind
the input face.

The power required to optically damage silica is
high enough that the effects of self-focusing cannot
be ignored. Assuming optical damage always occurs
first at the spatial location with highest irradiance, it
is necessary to understand how self-focusing affects
the position and irradiance at that point.

Self-focusing has been thoroughly studied in the
literature [29,38,39], but extracting the adjustments
to the waist position and the peak irradiance from
those studies is not always straightforward. For that
reason we developed our own numerical propagation
model for a focused Gaussian beam in amediumwith
an instantaneous Kerr nonlinearity. It uses a split-
step fast Fourier transform method with a 256 ×
256 or 512 × 512 transverse grid and several hun-
dred z steps per Rayleigh range to achieve a high
accuracy in the focal region. As expected, for a
lowest-order Gaussian beam focused inside a silica
window, the Kerr effect leads to a downstream shift
in the point of highest irradiance and an increase in
the peak irradiance. Figure 6 shows an example from
our simulations. This example is for a beam whose
low-power focus lies two Rayleigh ranges behind

Fig. 6. On-axis irradiance versus position for a beam that is fo-
cused two Rayleigh ranges inside a window.With increasing power
the position of maximum irradiance moves downstream and the
enhancement of the irradiance increases.
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the input face of the window. The curves show the on-
axis irradiance as a function of distance inside the
sample, normalized to the on-axis irradiance at the
input face. At low power the focus lies at z=zR ¼ 2,
where the normalized irradiance peaks at a value
of 5 as expected for a Gaussian focus [40]. As the
power is increased, the maximum irradiance point
moves farther into the sample, and the peak irradi-
ance is enhanced. For example, at P=PSF ¼ 0:7, the
peak irradiance lies at z=zR ¼ 2:27 where the nor-
malized irradiance is 15, a self-focusing enhance-
ment of 3.
Figure 7 shows a plot derived from our model of the

maximum normalized irradiance versus P=PSF for
different depths of the nominal focus. When the focus
coincides with the input face of the window (z∘ ¼ 0),
there is little enhancement due to self-focusing. As
the focus is moved deeper into the sample, the en-
hancement grows until, for z∘ > 3zR, the enhance-
ment closely follows the law

I
I∘

¼ 1
1 − P=PSF

; ð5Þ

where I is the peak irradiance with self-focusing in-
cluded, and I∘ is the peak irradiance in the absence of
self-focusing. The self-focusing power PSF found
using our model is

PSF ¼ 0:149λ2
n2n

; ð6Þ

where n is the linear refractive index, n2 is the non-
linear refractive index in units of m2=W, and λ is the
wavelength in vacuum. This expression agrees with-

in 1% with that deduced by Dawes and Marburger
[30] from similar numerical studies.

Figure 8 shows the location of the highest irradi-
ance point (zMax) versus power for different nominal
focal depths. The curves for z∘ > 0 agree with the self-
similar theory of self-focusing [38], which predicts
the position of the self-focus point at P ¼ PSF will
move downstream by zR=m for a beam focused m
Rayleigh ranges into the window (z∘ ¼ mzR). The
curve for z∘ ¼ 0 indicates that the point of highest ir-
radiance for a beam focused exactly on the surface
lies on the surface if the power is less than
0:25PSF but moves deeper into the window for higher
powers. Input face damage measurements should be
reliable for P < 0:25PSF because the peak irradiance
lies at the surface. For higher powers caution is
needed in interpreting damage measurements as
true surface damage.

For exit face damage measurements, the focal shift
is insignificant if the window is thicker than 10 zR.
However, the wave reflected from an uncoated exit
face has an irradiance equal to 3.4% of the input ir-
radiance when n ¼ 1:45. The backward and forward
going waves interfere constructively near the exit
face, enhancing the field by a factor of 1.18 compared
with the forward wave alone. This corresponds to an
irradiance enhancement of 40% near the exit face
that must be accounted for in interpreting exit face
surface damage measurements. In addition, the re-
flected wave slightly increases the self-focusing of
the forward wave, further enhancing the irradiance.

In reality, self-focusing in silica is not quite as sim-
ple as described above, because there are two contri-
butions to n2: one from the electronic Kerr effect,
which is instantaneous on the nanosecond scale
and well accounted for by our model, and the other
due to electrostriction, which is not instantaneous.

Fig. 7. Irradiance enhancement factor due to self-focusing. The
dashed curve corresponds to 1=ð1 − P=PSFÞ. The other curves cor-
respond to varying enhancement factors derived from numerical
modeling for focusing depths of zero, one, two, three, four, and five
times the Rayleigh range zR.

Fig. 8. Position of the maximum irradiance point for varying
power with different nominal focusing depths z∘. The shift in posi-
tion from P=PSF ≪ 1 to P=PSF ≈ 1 is approximately 1=z∘, except
when z∘ ¼ 0.
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The electrostrictive contribution to the CW value of
n2 can be calculated from the mechanical stiffness
and dn=dρ for silica, where ρ is the density of silica.
It is independent of the light polarization and has the
value nes

2 ¼ 0:57 × 10−20 m2=W [41]. The speed of
longitudinal sound waves in silica is 6 × 103 m=s,
so for our 8 μm focal spot, the shortest electrostrictive
response time is 1:3ns. This means electrostriction
may fully respond to our 8ns pulses, but it will be
negligible for our 14ps pulses. The Kerr contribution
has been measured many times using various tech-
niques, and the consensus value [42–49] is nKerr

2 ¼
2:1� 0:3 × 10−20 m2=W for linearly polarized light.
For circularly polarized light nKerr

2 is reduced [50]
by a factor of 1.5. The values of PSF, including both
the electrostrictive and Kerr contributions, for line-
arly and circularly polarized light are summarized
in Table 1.

5. Stimulated Brillouin scattering

It is likely that SBS plays a role in many surface and
bulk damage threshold measurements. A simplified
model for calculating the SBS threshold of a focused
Gaussian beam sets the SBS gain coefficient to 21:

gBISBSLeff ¼ 21; ð7Þ
where ISBS is the SBS threshold irradiance, gB is
silica’s Brillouin gain coefficient of 5 × 10−11 m=W,
and Leff is an effective gain length. For a beam fo-
cused inside the window such that the surfaces are
several Rayleigh ranges from the waist, Leff can be
set equal to the Rayleigh range. Using

Leff ¼ zR ¼ w2
∘k=2; ð8Þ

and relating the beam power to the on-axis irradi-
ance at the focus

ISBS ¼ 2PSBS=πw2
∘ ; ð9Þ

gives an approximate SBS threshold power that is
independent of the waist size,

PSBS ¼ 21 λ=2gB: ð10Þ
For 1064nm light

PSBS ≈ 0:22MW: ð11Þ
This approximate model assumes the light is CW.
The decay time for the acoustic SBS wave in silica
is approximately 5ns, so for our 8ns pulses the

threshold power should be increased to roughly
0:5MW. The important point is not the precise
threshold value, but that SBS has a power threshold
that is independent of the strength of focus, as long
as the Rayleigh range is much less than the sample
thickness. In fact, we measure a threshold of
0:85MW for the peak power of our 8ns pulses, and
as predicted we find it is nearly independent of
the waist size as long as the focus lies several
Rayleigh lengths from either window surface.

This last condition is violated for weakly focused
beams, in which case the effective SBS gain length
is the window thickness rather than the Rayleigh
range. The CW threshold irradiance at the center
of a collimated beam is

ISBS ¼ 21
gBL

; ð12Þ

and to keep ISBS smaller than the damage threshold
reported in Section 6 requires L < 100 μm for a CW
beam or L < 200 μm for an 8ns pulse.

The SBS threshold is increased for shorter pulses
such as our 14ps pulse, or by phase modulating a
long pulse using a modulation period that is short
compared with the transit time through the focus
in the case of a tight focus or the transit time through
the window in the case of a weak focus.

We note that in our study, the SBS threshold is
more than a factor of 2 lower for unseeded pulses
than for seeded pulses. The spectral broadening of
the unseeded laser pulses is insufficient to strongly
suppress SBS, yet the light reflected from the back
surface contains spectral components that can seed
a Stokes wave.

The implication of the SBS threshold estimate is
that a reliable damage threshold measurement re-
quires the power to be less than 0:85MW for a tightly
focused 8ns beam. Of course the irradiance must ex-
ceed the damage threshold, and for our 8ns pulse we
find that the waist must be less than 12 μm to cause
damage without triggering SBS. For a weakly
focused beam, the sample must be thinner than a
few hundred micrometers to cause damage without
triggering SBS. Many, perhaps most, measurements
of silica damage thresholds appear to violate these
conditions, so one must keep in mind the possibility
that SBS affects them.

6. Measured Bulk Damage Thresholds

We measured bulk damage thresholds for two waist
sizes and two pulse durations. We began by describ-
ing the results for the 8ns pulse focused to

Table 1. Self-Focusing Power

Conditions Nonlinear Coefficient Self-Focusing Power

Linear, no electrostriction n2 ¼ 2:23 × 10−20 m2=W PSF ¼ 5:20MW
Circular, no electrostriction n2 ¼ 1:49 × 10−20 m2=W PSF ¼ 7:80MW
Linear, with electrostriction n2 ¼ 2:73 × 10−20 m2=W PSF ¼ 4:25MW
Circular, with electrostriction n2 ¼ 1:99 × 10−20 m2=W PSF ¼ 5:84MW
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w∘ ¼ 7:5 μm. We followed with results for the 14ps
pulse focused to 8 μm and for the 8ns pulse focused
to w∘ ¼ 16:0 μm.
We used two procedures to determine a damage

threshold. In one the focus dwells on a single location
in the sample, and starting with a low pulse energy,
we slowly increased it until damage occurred. In
the second we set the pulse energy slightly above
the damage threshold and noted the power at the in-
stant the transmitted beam was cut off by optical
breakdown. Comparing these two should reveal any
cumulative damage or annealing effect. The focus is
typically 10 Rayleigh ranges deep in the sample to
avoid the possibility of surface damage and also to
minimize the focal shift due to self-focusing. The sec-
ond procedure is faster, so it is the one we usually use.

A. Threshold Irradiance or Fluence?

Figure 9 shows the transmitted 1064nm light for
various pulse energies near the damage threshold.
The lowest energy pulse is slightly below the optical
breakdown threshold, so the full pulse is trans-
mitted. The higher energy pulses damage the silica,
causing abrupt termination of transmission at the
moment of optical breakdown. It is clear from the
traces that there is little or no induction time asso-
ciated with the breakdown, so damage occurs at a
nearly fixed power level rather than at a fixed flu-
ence level. We interpret this to mean that for 8ns
pulses, there is a nearly fixed optical breakdown ir-
radiance, assuming there is no direct dependence on
the size of the focus. We test this assumption in Sub-
section 6.G and Section 7. For picosecond pulses this
is probably not true and fluence may be more appro-
priate. Throughout this paper we quote the damage
threshold as a full pulse fluence even though break-
down occurs before the end of the pulse and even

though irradiance is more appropriate for the longer
pulses.

B. Statistical or Deterministic Threshold?

With the power set a few percent above the damage
threshold, we find the power at the point of break-
down is always the same within the 1% uncertainty
of our relative power measurement. There is no sta-
tistical variation in the damage threshold. Further-
more there is no variation among the several grades
of fused silica we tested.

However, if we block the injection seeder so the Nd:
YAG laser operates on multiple longitudinal modes,
the damage threshold fluence falls by a factor of 4,
and the damage becomes statistical. This is due so-
lely to the statistical nature of the multilongitudinal-
mode pulses in accord with the claims of Glebov et al.
[5,6]. A comparison of damage statistics for single
and multilongitudinal mode is shown in Fig. 10. In
this case we start with a pulse energy above thresh-
old and slowly decrease it in small steps. At each
power level we allow 3000 pulses to reach the sam-
ple. The probability of damage after the 3000 pulses
is plotted versus fluence expressed as an equivalent
irradiance. The equivalent irradiance is the on-axis
fluence converted to irradiance using the measured
beam size and including a self-focusing correction
but ignoring power fluctuations of unseeded pulses.
The probability step for seeded pulses is less than 1%
full width, but that for the unseeded pulses is ap-
proximately 10%. The factor of 4 reduction in thresh-
old fluence and the factor of 10 increase in the step
size agrees well with simulations of the peak irradi-
ance associated with the fine time structure of un-
seeded pulses. This structure fluctuates from pulse
to pulse, reflecting the fluctuations in the quantum
starting noise for the different longitudinal modes

Fig. 9. Transmitted power near the damage threshold of fused
silica for an 8:1 μm focal waist. The 3:20mJ trace corresponds
to subthreshold power. The higher energy traces show that da-
mage is sudden and occurs at a nearly constant power. There is
a small increase in power at breakdown with increasing pulse en-
ergy, indicating a nonzero damage induction time. The detector/
scope bandwidth is 4GHz.

Fig. 10. Probability of bulk optical damage in silica after 3000
pulses at a single focal location versus peak irradiance. The tran-
sition near 4:8kW=μm2 is for seeded single longitudinal mode
pulses. The lower transition is for unseeded multimode pulses.
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of the laser. For a 30GHz linewidth and a mode spa-
cing of 250MHz, the highest spikes in the multimode
pulses are four to six times as intense as the maxi-
mum of a seeded pulse of the same energy, in agree-
ment with the measured factor of 4 reduction in
threshold. The width of the step is associated with
the statistical nature of the power spikes in unseeded
pulses.
This interpretation assumes that the damage oc-

curs on a time scale comparable to, or shorter than,
the spikes of the multimode pulses. The width of a ty-
pical spike is roughly 15ps, corresponding to the
30GHz laser linewidth. This implies that damage oc-
curs on a time scale of 15 ps or less. We will see that
this is indeed true when we discuss damage by the
14ps pulses. The interpretation also assumes that
the longitudinal modes of the laser operate indepen-
dently, so the time structure can be described by a
model of independentmodes that start from quantum
noise. We tested this by comparing the surface third
harmonic signal from seeded and unseeded pulses. A
pulse comprised of a large number of independent
modeswould generate six times asmuch third harmo-
nic as a single-mode pulse of the same energy. We
measured a ratio of 5.5 and concluded that the modes
do operate almost independently of one another.
As a direct test for the existence of damage precur-

sors, we focused the seeded laser pulse to a 7:5 μm
waist lying 2:9mm deep in a 10mm thick silica win-
dow and set the pulse energy to 90% of the damage
threshold. While the laser operated at 10 pulses per
second, we scanned the sample in the transverse di-
rection at a rate of 100 μm=s for a total distance of
180mm, exposing an area of approximately 2mm2.
We observed no white light emission on any shot that
might indicate damage. We subsequently examined
the sample under a microscope using strong side
lighting that highlights damaged spots and found
no indication of material modification or bulk da-
mage at any point in the sample. This verifies our
less formal observation that in tens of thousands
of damage tests, we never observed breakdown at
less than the intrinsic threshold. Clearly the bulk da-
mage that we measure is always an intrinsic damage
and is never caused by damage precursors or defects
in the silica. This is true of all the grades of silica that
we tested.

C. Cumulative Damage or Conditioning?

We have not found either a significant cumulative
damage or annealing effect. Further we find there
is little variation in the damage threshold from
one spot to another in a single sample or from one
sample to another, including different grades of fused
silica. We appear to be measuring a true intrinsic da-
mage threshold that is highly deterministic, varying
by at most 1% from point to point. Just at the limit of
our measurement precision, theremay be a slight an-
nealing effect. The damage threshold may increase
by 1% to 3% with repeated irradiation of a single
point by subthreshold pulses.

As a check for cumulative bulk damage, we fixed a
7:5 μm focus at one location in a sample and ran the
laser at 10 pulses per second with the pulse energy
set to 90% of the damage threshold for 15,000 shots.
The sample was not damaged.

D. Electron Avalanche

The maximum amplitude of the optical field at the
measured bulk breakdown threshold of 4:8kW=μm2

is 1:57GV=m.This is close to themeasuredDC intrin-
sic breakdown threshold of 1:3GV=m measured by
Yasue [17] using probe microscopy on a 13nm thick
silica layer grown on a silicon wafer. Of course the
DC measurement has an external source of charged
carriers, whereas the laser-induced breakdown must
generate its own electrons. Apart from any difference
caused by that, the expected ratio for 1064nm versus
DC fields is

E1064nm ¼ EDC

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ð1þ ω2τ2c Þ

q
; ð13Þ

where ω is the optical frequency, and τc is the time be-
tween momentum changing collisions of an electron.
The square root term accounts for the reduced elec-
tron heating rate of an oscillating field comparedwith
a DC field. Assuming a collision time of 0:25 fs, the
threshold optical field predicted from the DC field
is 2:0GV=m, comparable to the measured damage
threshold field of 1:57GV=m. We interpret this
comparison as strongly supportive of the electron
avalanche explanation of optical damage.

E. Self-Focusing Correction

The self-focusing correction is expected to be approxi-
mately 10% for the 8 μm focus. We can test our under-
standing of self-focusing by varying the distance of
the focus behind the entrance face of the sample.
Figure 11 shows the measured damage threshold
powers versus focus location for the 8 μm focal waist.
The measured values are indicated by the symbols,
and the solid curve shows the computed curve for
the self-focusing correction. The correction in this
case is about 10%, but for larger focal sizes the thresh-
old power and self-focusing correctionwouldbe larger.
Figure 12 shows a similar comparison for the 16:5 μm
focal waist. The details of the fit are not as nice as for
the 8 μmwaist, but the values at the surface and deep
in the window have the expected ratio. The cause of
the imperfect agreement at intermediate focal posi-
tions is uncertain. It might be caused by the slower
electrostrictive response for the larger beam, or it
may be that SBS affects the measurement. SBS is
slightly above threshold for the deepest focus but just
at or slightly below threshold for the surface focus.
Small deviations of the transverse beam profile from
a Gaussian may also contribute to the imperfect
agreement.

We have assumed in these tests that the surface
damage threshold, measured at z ¼ 0, is equal to
the bulk damage threshold. We verify this in
Section 7.
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F. SBS Threshold

Wemeasured the SBS threshold for focal waists of 15
and 49 μm and found little change in the threshold
power. It was 850kW in both cases. For these tight
focusing conditions, the Stokes wave is a phase con-

jugate of the pump wave, and we find that it propa-
gates back through the pin hole filters and into the
laser where it is amplified and refocused onto the
sample with a 30ns time delay. We analyzed the
prompt and delayed pulses using a Fabry–Perot eta-
lon and verified a Stokes shift of approximately
−15GHz for the delayed pulse. The Stokes wave is
usually generated late in the pump pulse as expected
for the 5ns memory time of the acoustic wave. For
the 15 and 49 μm beams, the presence of SBS did
not strongly affect the measured damage threshold.
However, we do not cite the resulting values, because
the presence of SBS casts doubt on their accuracy. We
use only the 8 μm results, where damage occurs well
below the SBS threshold. Although SBS did not ap-
pear to affect the damage thresholds for the 15 and
49 μm beams, this is not an indication that it would
not strongly influence thresholds for larger diameter
beams where the Stokes wave could focus within the
sample and cause damage.

G. Size Effect

We looked for an effect of focal spot size on the damage
threshold in two ways. As described above we com-
pared the damage threshold irradiance for the 8ns
pulses using different focal waist sizes and found
nonoticeable difference for the8 μmand16 μmwaists,
but because the damage threshold power for the
16 μm waist is slightly above the SBS threshold, we
cannot be sure there is no difference between them.
However, we can state that the threshold irradiance
is not lower for the larger focal spot, contrary to the
usual claim.

We also sought evidence of a size effect by placing a
curved mirror after the sample to reflect the trans-
mitted beam back through the focus. This forms a
standing wave at the focus whose antinodes are
nearly four times as intense as the forward wave
alone. The reimaging is not perfect, owing to optical
imperfections and because it does not accommodate
the small amount of self-focusing. Nevertheless this
is a useful check on the existence of a size effect on
the scale of one-fifth of a micrometer, the distance be-
tween a peak and a valley in the standing wave. We
find that the incoming pulse energy required to cause
damage is approximately one-third that needed for
single-pass damage. This is approximately 25%more
than expected if there was no size effect and the re-
imaging was perfect. Part of the difference is due to
the imperfect reimaging, but part may be caused by
diffusion of the electron energy from the peaks to-
ward the valleys of the standing wave, which would
reduce the electron avalanche rate. A more quantita-
tive measure of this effect is discussed in Section 7.

H. Polarization Effect

We compared the damage thresholds for linear and
circularly polarized light using 8ns pulses focused
to 8 μm. After taking account of the differing self-
focusing corrections, we found no measurable differ-
ence in the damage thresholds.

Fig. 11. Measured and computed damage threshold powers illus-
trating weak self-focusing. The symbols are measured damage
threshold powers in units of PSF versus the position of focus rela-
tive to the entrance surface in units of the Rayleigh range, and the
solid curve is computed using our numerical model of self-focusing.
The measured Rayleigh range is zR ¼ 254 μm in silica, and we
assume PSF ¼ 4:26MW.

Fig. 12. Measured and computed damage threshold powers illus-
trating moderate self-focusing. The symbols are measured damage
threshold powers in units of the self-focusing power and the
Rayleigh range, and the curve is computed using our numerical
model of self-focusing. The measured Rayleigh range is zR ¼
1035 μm in silica, and we assume PSF ¼ 4:26MW.
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I. Pulse Duration Effect

We compared damage thresholds for the 8ns and
14ps pulses focused to 8 μm, looking for a duration ef-
fect to comparewitha τ0:5 or similar scaling law for the
threshold damage fluence. As described in Section 3,
the time profile of the 8ns pulse is measured using a
fast photo tube and oscilloscope. The 14ps pulse is
characterized by an autocorrelation measurement.
The full width at half maximum, assuming a
sec h2ðt=τÞ pulse shape, is 14ps, while assuming an
e−2t

2=τ2 pulse shape, it is 15ps. We again used surface
third harmonic generation to measure the focal spot
size and to position the focus, and we used white light
emission as the damage indicator.
Our measured threshold damage fluence is 2:3 ×

10−7 J=μm2 for the 14ps pulse compared with 4:1 ×
10−5 J=μm2 for the 8ns pulse. This value takes into
account the time dependence of the self-focusing en-
hancement of the focal irradiance. Our 8ns and 14ps
measurements are added to the previously presented
results as the filled circles in Fig. 13. The ratio of
threshold fluences for our two measurements is
180 compared with the ratio of pulse durations of
570. If a τ0:5 dependence were correct, it would imply
a fluence ratio of 24 rather than 180. The maximum
irradiance for the 14ps pulses at threshold is 3.1
times higher than for the 8ns pulses. As Fig. 13
shows, our 8ns threshold lies quite near that pre-
dicted from the DC breakdown voltage [17] and well
above most previously reported values.

J. Strain Effect

In polarization-maintaining fibers a strain-induced
birefringence is used to maintain the polarization.
The birefringence is roughlyΔn ¼ 10−4. We squeezed
cubes of silica in a press to induce strain and birefrin-
gence similar to that in fibers. Birefringence and
strain are related by

Δ
�
1

n2

�
ij
¼ ρijklekl; ð14Þ

where ρijkl is the elasto-optic tensor, ekl is the strain
defined by

ekl ¼
1
2

�
∂uk

∂xl
þ ∂ul

∂xk

�
; ð15Þ

and ui is the displacement in the i direction. The
strain ekl in turn is related to applied stress σkl by

eij ¼ sijklσkl; ð16Þ

where sijkl is the compliance tensor. If a compressive
force is applied to the x face in the x direction, the
only nonzero stress is σxx, which produces strains
exx, eyy, and ezz and changes in nx and ny, given by

Δnx ¼ −
n3
x

2
ðρxxexx þ ρxyeyy þ ρxzezzÞ; ð17Þ

Δny ¼ −
n3
y

2
ðρyyeyy þ ρyxexx þ ρyzezzÞ; ð18Þ

where the elasto-optic tensor coefficients for silica
have dimensionless values ρxx ¼ ρyy ¼ ρzz ¼ 0:121
and ρxy ¼ ρyz ¼ ρxz ¼ 0:270. The birefringence can
be written as

Δnx −Δny ¼
n3

2E
σxxðρxy − ρxxÞð1þ νÞ; ð19Þ

where E ¼ 73GPa is Young’s modulus, and ν ¼ 0:164
is Poisson’s ratio for silica. Thus

Δnx −Δny ¼
1:453

2 × 7:3 × 1010
ð0:149Þð1:164Þσxx; ð20Þ

Δnx −Δny ¼ 3:6 × 10−12σxx: ð21Þ

σxx is negative for compression in the x direction. A
birefringence of Δny −Δnx ¼ 10−4 requires σxx ¼
2:8 × 107 Pa (1Pa ¼ 1N=m2) or a compressive force
of 28N=mm2.

Rather than trying to set thebirefringence to10−4, it
was more convenient to adjust the pressure to a
half-wave retardation between x and y polarized
633nm light from a He–Ne laser. For our 12:8mm ×
12:8mm × 12:8mm silica cubes, this requires
Δn ¼ 2:5 × 10−5, which implies σxx ¼ 6:9 × 106 Pa cor-
responding to a pressure of 6:9N=mm2. We adjusted
the pressure of our press to achieve the half-wave re-
tardation over a stripe at the center of the silica cube
and focused the laserbeamtoan8 μmwaistpositioned
2:9mm behind the front face. We measured the
damage threshold for1064nm light polarizedparallel
and perpendicular to the strain. These are the eigen

Fig. 13. Same data as Fig. 1 with our two measured values added
as filled circles.
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polarization directions for the strained cube, so there
is no depolarization inside the silica. We found no
measurable difference in the damage thresholds of
unstrained and strained silica for either polarization.

K. White Light Emission

Figure 14 shows a typical time profile of the white
light emitted by silica on bulk breakdown by an
8ns pulse focused to 8 μm, with the pulse energy
set slightly above the damage threshold. The short
initial spike appears immediately after the transmis-
sion of the 1064nm light is terminated by breakdown.
It is not scattered or reflected laser light, because we
block the 1064nm light at the detector. It is probably
black body light emitted by the hot plasma associated
with damage. The plasma can cool by releasing pres-
sure through fracturing and by propagation of a pres-
sure wave away from the damage zone. The cooling
time would be approximately equal to the size of
the fracture divided by the acoustic velocity, or
15ns, which is comparable to the observed duration
of the short pulse. There might be light emitted from
the pressure front and from the fracturingmaterial as
well. The longer lower level white light peak is prob-
ably black body radiation emitted as the lattice
further cools by conduction. The white light has been
examined in more detail by others [51] who confirm a
black body emission for the short pulse with a tem-
perature of 10; 000K and for the long tail with a tem-
perature of 5000K. The thermal diffusion time for a
hot cylinder in silica is τ ¼ 1:1 × 10−6r2, or perhaps
100 μs in our case. This cooling time is consistent with
the slow decay of the white light. The maximum en-
ergydeposited in theplasmawas1:5mJ, assuming all
the laser light arriving after plasma ignition was
absorbed by the plasma.

L. Damage Morphology

Figures 15 and 16 show end and side view images of
the damage caused by three consecutive 8ns pulses
focused to 8 μm with the pulse energy set just above
thedamage threshold. These imagesweremadeusing
aphase contrastmicroscope.The endviewshowsa set
of fractures radiating from the focus. In the side view
of Fig. 16, these fractures form the bloomlike upper
part of the damage. The light propagation direction
is upward in the side view, and the focal waist is lo-
cated at the center of the fracture zone. There is a tu-
belike structure extending upstream approximately
150 μm from the waist, and the tube terminates with

Fig. 14. Time profile of white light emitted after optical break-
down of silica by an 8ns pulse.

Fig. 15. End view of bulk optical damage of fused silica at three
locations by 8ns single longitudinal mode pulses. The images are
produced by a phase contrast microscope. The pattern indicates
multiple radial fracture planes.

Fig. 16. Side view of bulk optical damage of fused silica at three
locations for 8 μm focal waist and 8ns single longitudinal mode
pulses with energy slightly above the breakdown threshold. The
curves qualitatively indicate the shape of the beam as it passes
through the focus, and the size of the dot indicates the uncertainty
in the location of the focus. Breakdown occurs first at the focus
where a large bloom of radial fractures is centered and propagates
upstream. An apparent tube begins at the focus and extends
approximately one Rayleigh range upstream to the point where
damage stalls and a smaller bloom is formed.
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another smaller fracture zone. The tube is probably a
melted and resolidified regionwith a slightly elevated
refractive index.
We hypothesize that breakdown occurs initially at

the exact location of the focus. After breakdown the
resulting plasma can absorb the incoming light at its
upstream boundary. The boundary moves upstream
until the irradiance is insufficient to sustain a plas-
ma, which is approximately one Rayleigh range.
After the plasma stalls, additional energy from the
trailing edge of the pulse causes the fractures at
the termination point.
The minimum energy required to excite the critical

density of 109 electrons per cubic micrometer by
10 eV over the damage volume of 2 × 104 μm3 is

Uplasma ¼ ð109e=μm3Þð2 × 104 μm3Þð10 eV=eÞ
× ð1:6 × 10−19 J=eVÞ ¼ 30 μJμJ: ð22Þ

This critical electron density makes the plasma fre-
quency equal to the light frequency for 1064nm light,
but it involves only 1% of the available electrons. The
energy required to raise an amount of silica equal to
the volume of the tube to the softening point of
1600C is only 25 μJ. The 1:5mJ available for absorp-
tion is thus ample for ionizing and melting the tube
and also creating considerable additional damage
such as fracturing.
Figure 17 shows a side view of damage under simi-

lar conditions except a larger 17 μm focus is used and
the pulse energy is approximately 25% above the
damage threshold. The only fracturing in this case
is at the upstream end of the damage trail. This im-
plies that the damage moves upstream quickly after
the initial damage at the focus, so most of the energy
in the pulse is absorbed at the upstream end of the
trail. This damage morphology is also reproducible
from pulse to pulse. Damage by the 14ps pulses is

also reproducible as a single filament that extends
upstream from the focal waist by roughly one
Rayleigh range. The high degree of reproducibility
of damage morphology for each measurement condi-
tion strongly refutes initiation by randomly
dispersed impurity inclusions.

7. Surface Damage Measurements

The quality of the surface polish is known to strongly
influence surface damage thresholds, so we tried a
variety of polishing methods in search of any that
might raise the surface damage threshold to the bulk
level.

Figure 18 shows single shot damage threshold irra-
diances for 8ns pulses with the beam focused on the
front surface to an 8 μmwaist.We set the pulse energy
slightly above the bulk damage level, and the irradi-
ance at breakdown is deduced from the power at the
time of transmission cutoff. Three polishes were
tested: a standard ceria polish, an alumina polish
with a final grit size of 100nm, and the same alumina
polish followed by a 40nm grit silica polish. The alu-
mina polish is rated 5–10 for scratch and dig, which is
less fine than a super polish. We find that the surface
breakdown threshold for the ceria-polished windows
is always less than the bulk damage threshold and
averaged approximately 1:5kW=μm2, or about one-
third of the bulk value. The lowest threshold of the
20 measured spots was 0:50kW=μm2, or one-tenth,
the bulk value. The alumina-polished part damaged
at the bulk level for approximately 50% of the spots
tested, but at the remaining spots the damage thresh-
old averaged approximately 50% of the bulk value.
The fact that 50%of the spots damageat the bulk level
is promising, because it suggests that a better finish
might have reduced the concentration of surface frac-
tures and scratches to yield a more uniformly high
threshold. We did achieve a nearly uniform threshold
equal to the bulk threshold by following the alumina
polish with a silica polish. Only one of 20 spots tested
on this samplehadadamage threshold lower than the
bulk value.

There is a qualitative difference in damage mor-
phology between the spots that damage at the bulk
level and those that damage below the bulk level.
In the former the damage consists of multiple radial
fractures, similar in end view to the interior bulk

Fig. 17. Side view of bulk optical damage of fused silica for a
17 μm focal waist and an 8ns single longitudinal mode pulse with
energy 25% above the breakdown threshold. Breakdown is in-
itiated at the focus and propagates upstream approximately one
Rayleigh range.

Fig. 18. Singleshotdamagethreshold irradiance for8nspulseson
silica polished using ceria, alumina, and alumina followed by silica.
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damage. In the latter there is no fracturing, and the
damage appears as a dimple in the surface. Presum-
ably, in low threshold cases, a plasma is ignited near
the surface, either frommaterial ejected from the sur-
face or at surface scratches and cracks, and this plas-
ma quickly spreads into the air in front of the window,
preventing the irradiance at the surface from reach-
ing the bulk damage level.
Figure 19 shows damage thresholds for the ceria-

and alumina-polished windows measured by slowly
increasing the pulse energy from a low value until
damage occurred. Compared with the single-pulse
results presented above, we see that the damage
threshold for the ceria-polished sample fell to a fairly
uniform value of 1:0kW=μm2, lower than many of the
single shot values. In contrast, slowly ramping up the
pulse energy appears to improve the performance of
the alumina-polished sample. Only one of 12 spots
tested this way had a threshold significantly below
the bulk level.
We also measured exit surface damage thresholds

for silica-polished samples. Exit face thresholds are
expected to be lower than bulk damage thresholds,
because the wave reflected from the exit face creates
a standing wave near the exit face with peak irra-
diances that are approximately 40% stronger than
for the forward-traveling wave alone. This leads to
the expectation that the exit face damage threshold
pulse energy should be 71% of the bulk threshold. In
fact, we find it is slightly higher than this, at 81� 1%
of the bulk threshold. This difference might be attrib-
uted to diffusion of the electron energy away from the
peaks toward the valleys of the standing wave. In
Section 1 we claimed a hot electron diffusion length
of approximately 0:5

ffiffiffiτp μm where τ is a time mea-
sured in nanoseconds. For τ ¼ 30ps, typical of the
growth time for the electron density with our 8ns
pulses, this gives a diffusion length of 100nm, which
is comparable to the 183nm distance from an irradi-
ance peak to the neighboring valleys. Such diffusion
might cool the electrons so a slightly higher optical
field is required to achieve breakdown. Whether or
not this is the correct explanation, the higher than
expected exit face damage threshold is good news
for high-power applications.
We also looked for a variation of surface damage

thresholds with size of the beam at the silica-

polished surface. We focused to 7:5 μm and varied
the position of the focus from exactly on the input
face to two Rayleigh ranges in front of the surface.
This varies the area of the beam at the surface by
a factor of 5. We found that damage occurs at exactly
the same on-axis surface irradiance for all beam sizes
as shown in Fig. 20. The measured thresholds, indi-
cated by symbols, are matched well by the solid curve
computed, assuming a focal waist of 7:7 μm, in close
agreement with the 7:5 μmwaist deduced from a sur-
face third harmonic measurement. There is no SBS
in this measurement, and self-focusing is irrelevant.

8. Breakdown of Air

The distance between the focus in air and the front
face of the window in Fig. 20 was limited by air
breakdown. For distances greater than 1:7zR, the
air broke down before the surface was damaged, pro-
tecting the surface. We measured the probability of
air breakdown for these focusing conditions and ob-
tained the data shown in Fig. 21. The air breakdown
fluence at the focus is approximately 3.3 times that of
silica for seeded pulses. For unseeded pulses the air
breakdown threshold is approximately two times
smaller than for the seeded pulses. This reduction
is smaller than the factor of 4 between seeded and
unseeded thresholds for silica, so for unseeded pulses
the air breakdown fluence is approximately seven
times higher than the unseeded silica breakdown
threshold. These air breakdown fluences are compar-
able to the literature values, but they are more pre-
cise, because our beam size is known well [52]. The
smaller ratio of seeded to unseeded thresholds for air
compared with silica is due to a longer electron re-

Fig. 19. Annealed damage irradiance for 8ns pulses on silica po-
lished using ceria and alumina.

Fig. 20. Symbols aremeasured damage threshold powers in units
of the surface damage threshold power at the beam waist, plotted
against the distance of the focus from the input face of the window,
measured in units of the Rayleigh range (w∘ ¼ 7:68 μm and
zR ¼ 174 μm). The solid curve is computed from the focusing equa-
tion in air. No dependence of damage threshold on beam size is
seen.
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combination time in air than in silica. Near threshold
the air breakdown occurs well into the trailing half of
the laser pulse where the power is as low as 30% of its
peak value. At higher pulse energies the moment of
breakdown occurs earlier in the pulse. This delayed
air breakdown near threshold allowed us to extend
the silica damage measurements shown in Fig. 20
somewhat beyond the air breakdown fluence. The
signatures of breakdown for air are similar to those
for silica. The transmission of the 1064nm light
abruptly and totally terminates, and a flash of white
light is emitted. Our air breakdown measurements
were taken with several seconds between laser
pulses in open air at an elevation of 1650m above
sea level.

9. Rate Equation Model of Electron Avalanche

The nature of breakdown shown in Fig. 9 for 8ns
pulses, where breakdown always occurs at the peak
of the pulse when barely above the damage threshold
and slightly before the peak of the pulse when well
above threshold, indicates that electron growth is ex-
tremely rapid once the irradiance exceeds the damage
threshold, but there is little or no avalanche growth
when the irradiance is below the threshold. This
can be explained by a large electron loss rate in the
following rate equation describing the avalanche
growth of free electrons:

dn
dt

¼ βIk þ αnI − n
τr
: ð23Þ

Here τr is the electron–hole recombination lifetime, α
is the electron avalanche growth coefficient, and βIk is
the multiphoton ionization source term. This source
term may be responsible for providing the seed elec-
trons, but it is otherwise relativelyunimportant in the
avalanche growth for 8ns pulses. If τr is much shorter

than the pulse duration (τr ≪ 10−8 s), then any
avalanche growth, which requires αI > 1=τr, implies
αI ≫ 108 s−1. At the threshold of avalanche growth
where the growth and loss terms balance, the growth
term must already be large to counter the large
recombination rate. A slight increase in I above the
balance point would thus lead to rapid avalanche
growth with a growth time much less than the pulse
duration. At the damage threshold ατr ¼ 1=Ith ¼
2:1 × 10−4 μm2=W.

The fast recombination term has not usually been
included in electron avalanche rate equations for na-
nosecond pulses. However, rapid recombination has
been measured in several femtosecond studies of si-
lica, with deduced recombination times in the range
of 50–300 fs. The presence of the large loss rate ex-
plains the observation of Shen et al. [20] that there
is no growth of the free electron density when the
irradiance is less than the damage threshold. This
observation has been the basis of arguments that
optical damage in silica is not caused by an electron
avalanche.

We numerically integrated the rate equation, vary-
ing the three coefficients β,α, and τr to best fit ourmea-
surements, for the 8ns and 14ps pulses.We first tried
tomatch the transmittedpulse shapesas theenergyof
the 8ns pulses is varied above the damage threshold.
At an electron density of n ¼ 2 × 108=μm3, the absorp-
tion length becomes submicrometer, so we use this as
the damage criterion in this exercise. We varied τr,
keeping the product ατr fixed at 2:1 × 10−4 μm2=W,
and found that τr ¼ 250 fs gave the breakdownpowers
andtimes indicatedbythediamondsymbols inFig.22.
We concluded that τr must lie in the vicinity of 250 fs
with an uncertainty of 75 fs. This value for τr implies
α ¼ 8:4 × 108 μm2=J. The coefficients used for the re-
sults plotted in Fig. 22 were α ¼ 8:34 × 108 μm2=J,
τr ¼ 250 fs, and β ¼ 2 × 10−19 μm13=W8s.

We next used these rate coefficients to model
breakdown fluence versus pulse duration, obtaining
the solid curve shown in Fig. 23. It fits the 14ps data

Fig. 21. Probability of air breakdown versus fluence at a w∘ ¼
7:5 μm focus for seeded and unseeded 8ns pulses. Each point
represents the probability of breakdown based on 30 pulses.

Fig. 22. Same data as Fig. 9 with rate equation predictions
indicated by diamonds.
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point reasonably well, underestimating the thresh-
old at 14ps by only a factor of 2. A better fit to our
two data points could be achieved by adjusting the
rate coefficients slightly, but that may be placing
more credence in the simple rate equation model
than it merits. The slope of the computed curve is
unity for pulses longer than 50ps, indicating a linear
dependence of threshold fluence on pulse duration.
For pulses shorter than 50ps, the slope is lower,
becoming approximately 0.5 at 1ps.
In the rate equation model, we used the lowest va-

lue of β that is consistent with the photoionization of
a large number of free electrons within the focal vo-
lume in the time before the avalanche begins to grow.
This requirement is suggested by our observation
that there is no statistical variation in the break-
down such as might be expected if there were a small
number of seed electrons. Thus βI8thτV ≫ 1, where V
is the volume within which damage is initiated, Ith is
the threshold irradiance for 8ns pulses, and τ is the
time of transition from electron loss to growth during
which the seed electrons must be created. The mini-
mum value of β is best found by numerical integra-
tion of the rate equation, but we can estimate it using
V ¼ 50 μm3, which implies β > 7 × 10−32=τ μm13=W8.
If we use τ ¼ 1ps we have β > 7 × 10−20 μm13=W8s.
In the numerical integration we find the slightly
larger value β ¼ 2 × 10−19 produces the necessary
density of free electrons to start the avalanche, but
β cannot be much smaller than this, or the statistical
variation in the number of seed electrons would be
noticeable.
It is interesting to compare our rate coefficients

with those deduced by other researchers. Several pre-
vious studies have applied similar electron avalanche
ratemodels to optical damage over the femtosecond to
second range. Audebert et al. [53]measured the phase

shift caused by free electrons in a femtosecond pump/
probe measurement, and concluded τr ¼ 150 fs. This
was supported by Sun et al. [54] who used shadow
microscopy and found τr ¼ 150 fs, by Mao et al. [55]
who used phase shift measurements to find
τr ≈ 100 fs, and by Li et al. [56] who used double pulse
damage threshold studies to deduce τr ≈ 60 fs. Mero
et al. [57] measured damage thresholds of thin film
silica for 20–1000 fs pulses and fit their measure-
ments with a rate equation model that set
τr ¼ 220 fs. Quere et al. [58] also give convincing evi-
dence of the ≈100 fs recombination time in silica.
Clearly there is ample support for our deduced elec-
tron lifetime of roughly 250 fs. It is interesting to note
that the loss of free electrons, according to these stu-
dies, is not simply a cooling of hot electrons but a re-
combination causing electron loss. The recombination
process is not necessarilywell understood. Petite et al.
[59] agree with an electron recombination lifetime of
150 fs, but they attribute it to formation of self-
trapped excitons with energies lying in the bandgap.
These excitons, or maybe just a fraction of them, are
claimed to decaywith a lifetime of a nanosecond or so.
No matter what the recombination process might be,
we can state that the trapped or recombined electrons
must be nearly as difficult to ionize as the valence
band electrons.

We know of only one other rate equation for silica
damage for lightwithawavelengthnear1064nmthat
can be used to compare the photoionization coeffi-
cients β. That is from the study of Stuart et al. [23] that
used 1053nm pulses.Most other studies used 800nm
light,which ionizeswith six photons rather than eight
and should have much larger ionization rates. Stuart
et al. give a coefficient of β ¼ 9 × 10−22 μm13=W8s. This
is 220 times smaller than ours. However, considering
that they did not include an electron loss rate that
would require a higher ionization rate to counter it,
and considering that the ionization rates would be
equal for coefficients with a ratio of 220 with only a
factor of 2 difference in irradiances, this disagreement
seems relatively insignificant.

That leaves only a comparison of α ’s, the avalanche
rate. This rate should be nearly the same for 800 and
1964nm light, according to Eq. (13). All the studies in
[3,23,56–58] give coefficients in the range of
3–9 × 108 μm2=J, in good agreement with our value
of 8:34 × 108 μm2=J.

The study by Mero et al. [57] presented especially
high-quality measurements of damage in films of si-
lica on bulk silica using 800nm pulses with dura-
tions of 25 fs to 1ps. Their derived rate coefficients
were τr ¼ 220 fs and α ¼ 8 × 108, both of which agree
well with our values. We have included their damage
thresholds in Fig. 23 as the dashed curve. With slight
adjustments, perhaps due to the difference in wave-
lengths, our curve splices onto theirs quite well, in-
dicating that an avalanche model with fixed rate
coefficients can describe the intrinsic damage thresh-
old of silica from a few femtoseconds to many nano-
seconds.

Fig. 23. Ourmeasured(symbols)andmodeledvalues (solidcurve),
Mero et al. [57] values for800nmlight (dashed curve), and thevalue
deduced from the DC breakdown voltage (vertical bar).
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Finally we note that our measurements indicate
that linear and circular polarizations have equal da-
mage thresholds when their different self-focusing
corrections are included. This is not blindingly ob-
vious since multiphoton absorption can have a polar-
ization dependence, and perhaps avalanche heating
can as well. Furthermore Bhardwaj et al. [60] report
striking changes in silica surface damage morphol-
ogy caused by changing the polarization angle of
linearly polarized femtosecond light pulses.

10. Damage by Larger Diameter Beams

Many measurements of optical damage to silica use
beams with diameters of 300 μm or more. The
damage threshold fluence is typically a factor of 50
lower than those we report here. We did not have suf-
ficient pulse energy to produce damage with such
large beams, so we have no direct observations in this
regime. However, we can point out that such large
beams will produce strong SBS unless the light is
strongly phase modulated to raise the SBS threshold
or unless the sample is thinner than 300 μm. The
power required to produce damage with such large
beams will also be several times larger than PSF,
so self-focusing may be important. Large beams also
have Rayleigh ranges much larger than the sample
thickness, making the measurement sensitive to sur-
face damage. Even for our best polish with silica,
large beams might have a high probability of includ-
ing a surface spot that has a low threshold. It is not
known whether the silica surface polish can be per-
fected to reduce this probability to near zero. A better
understanding of intrinsic damage with large beams
requires that measurements use temporally smooth
beams with stable and high-quality spatial profiles,
monitoring for SBS and self-focusing, and that high-
threshold surface polishes be further developed.

11. Conclusions

Based on the observations reported in this paper, we
make the following claims regarding damage of silica
by 1064nm light:

1. Bulk damage of silica is deterministic and in-
trinsic when a tight focus is used. The threshold ir-
radiance for 8ns pulses is 4:75� 0:25kW=μm2.
There is no evidence of damage initiation by damage
precursors or of a thermal nature of damage initia-
tion. The variation in damage threshold from point
to point in a sample and from sample to sample is
less than the 1% pulse-to-pulse variation of our
seeded laser.
2. There is no accumulation of damage from ex-

posure to subthreshold pulses. There may be a slight
conditioning effect, but if so it is near the detection
limits of our measurements.
3. The input surface damage threshold can be

made equal to the bulk damage threshold. This was
achieved most reliably by using an alumina or silica
polish. Less reliable was annealing an alumina-
polished surface, although higher quality alumina

polishes may perform better than those used here.
Ceria polishes are clearly inferior in damage thresh-
old, and they suffer from cumulative damage. The si-
lica polish appears to leave a silica layer that may not
provide the optical quality or ruggedness required for
some applications. Nevertheless it proves that sur-
faces canbeas resistant to optical damageas the bulk.

4. The only measurable size effect was found
when a retroreflected beam created a standing wave
inside the sample. The small but clear increase in the
threshold irradiance in this situation may be a con-
sequence of electron diffusion over the 180nm dis-
tance between neighboring irradiance peaks and
valleys. Over the range of our 8–16 μm foci, we could
detect no size effect apart from this.

5. Breakdown behavior is consistent with a three
term electron avalanche model. Pulses longer than
100ps have a nearly constant breakdown field that
is consistent with the measured DC breakdown field.
The three rates in the avalanche model that best fit
our measurements are remarkably similar to those
deduced for femtosecond to picosecond pulses and in-
clude a 250 fs recombination term. The three-term
avalanche model thus works well from a few femtose-
conds to many nanoseconds and beyond. The

ffiffiffiτp
de-

pendence of the intrinsic damage threshold fluence
in the picosecond to nanosecond range is refuted.

6. Tight focusing is required for spectrally nar-
row nanosecond pulses if SBS is to be kept below
threshold. SBS may be responsible, in part, for the
much lower damage thresholds usually reported in
the literature. Because SBS is statistical it may also
account for the statistical nature of damage that is
claimed for nanosecond pulses but not for femto-
second pulses. SBS can be suppressed by broadening
the spectrum as an alternative to using a tight focus.

7. The role of self-focusing has been verified as
agreeing with our numerical model. Our results
are consistent with other theoretical treatments.

8. Mechanical strain at the level encountered in
polarization-maintaining optical fiber has no effect
on the damage threshold.

9. The polarization state of the light has no effect
on the intrinsic damage threshold.

10. For an 8ns pulse focused to 8 μm, the break-
down threshold of air is several times that of silica, so
air breakdown does not limit the optical power that
can be transmitted into a fiber or a window for this
size beam.

11. The morphology of bulk damage indicates
that breakdown always ignites exactly at the focus
and propagates upstream. Damage morphology is re-
producible from pulse to pulse.
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